
Allsee Technologies super 
charges its business 
through the power of 
advanced services 
Digital signage manufacturer Allsee Technologies has embraced 
a servitized business model to build resilience and boost its 
bottom line. By working with academics from Aston Business 
School’s Advanced Services Group, the business has developed 
an outcome-based business model offering customer solutions 
not products alone, to build resilience and gain advantage over 
its blue-chip competitors.

At a glance...

Sector: Digital signage and commercial displays.

Employees: 50, increasing from 34 in 2019.

UK office: 26,500 sq ft

Growth:
2019 – 39%
2020 – 2.1%
2021 – Forecast 34%

Key benefits of servitization: 
• Gain greater understanding of customer 

pain points
• Highlight competitive advantages over 

larger household brands
• Win larger projects with blue chip 

companies
• Building resilience to aid recovery 

www.allsee-tech.com



Allsee Technologies was established in 2007 with 
the vision to make the benefits of digital signage 
accessible to every business regardless of technical 
resources or budgets. The business enjoyed strong 
growth on the back of offering a wide product 
portfolio to its partner network of distributors, 
integrators, and resellers. 

www.advancedservicesgroup.co.uk

The business was pioneering as a manufacturer in 
integrating LCD and LED screens, media players, and 
software into a full turnkey solution which partners could 
then sell as a complete package to the end user. That 
ingenuity led to Allsee being awarded the Queens Award 
for Enterprise in Innovation in 2017. It was recognised 
as an industry leader and became the largest UK 
manufacturer exclusively dedicated to digital signage. 

Service solutions

Allsee’s specialist expertise allowed the company to win 
business ahead of big-name competitors like Samsung 
and LG. It developed a range of off-the-shelf and bespoke 
solutions but recognised it needed to continue adding 
value to its offer.

Marketing Director, Thomas Fraser-Bacon, says: “Our 
all-in-one approach was very successful but we were very 
product driven. We’ve always provided services such as 
installation and dedicated delivery to support our product 
software, but it hadn’t been a key area of focus. We started 
to realise that we might be missing an opportunity.”

Allsee knew that its customers’ needs were becoming 
increasingly complex and that if the company was truly 
to add value, it needed to work with its partner network 
to provide a greater range of solutions. The move would 
help gain a competitive edge and open up new revenue 
streams.

This coincided with an introduction to the business growth 
programme delivered by the Advanced Service Group 
(ASG) at Aston Business School. The ASG team initially 
contacted Allsee’s Managing Director who asked Thomas 
to go ahead and investigate what servitization might do 
for the business. This led to Thomas attending an ASG 
breakfast briefing designed to sign up new recruits to the 
group’s SME growth programme, which was part funded by 
the European Regional Development Fund and designed to 
help businesses trading in the Black Country, Birmingham 
and Solihull LEP regions boost competitiveness by 
embracing servitization.

Thomas says: “Despite achieving annual growth of 20% 
– 30%, we remained very open-minded and keen to learn 
new strategies for moving the business forward. When 
I went to the ASG event it changed my perspective on 
everything. The weight of academic evidence and case 
studies convinced me that advanced services could be 
transformative.”
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Starting the journey

Allsee joined ASG’s business growth programme 
and embarked on its servitization journey with great 
enthusiasm. The company began by taking a step back 
to review and assess its service offering. Department 
heads spoke to customers about the key challenges they 
were facing and fed the information back to Thomas who 
used it to identify gaps in provision. The key to developing 
successful services is understanding the customer’s pains. 

Allsee then focused on building a portfolio of services 
based around the needs of its customers. It recruited 
more service engineers so that it could meet demand for 

installation and strengthened links with partners to offer 
new services such as Service Level Agreements. 

The ASG team worked with Allsee on the next stage of its 
transition, exploring how it might better promote existing 
services such as lifetime technical support and training. 
Allsee planned several promotional campaigns to generate 
more business for its partners. It also increased exposure 
by adding a page highlighting service provision to its 
product data sheets. This was accompanied by a services 
footer at the bottom of all product web pages.

Services Staircase



Impact

The strategy served to raise Allsee’s profile as an 
advanced services and solutions provider. Potential 
customers comparing the manufacturer’s offer to that of 
higher profile competitors could appreciate that it had a 
very different value proposition. 

“The response was incredible”, says Thomas. “Several 
partners told us they had won major projects on the 
back of our service offer, some of which were with blue-
chip companies. Having a comprehensive catalogue 
of product services really helps us stand out from the 
crowd and meant that we were in much better shape as 
the pandemic hit.”

He adds: “Our turnover increased by more than 2% in 2020 
despite all the challenges we faced during the pandemic, 
and we performed far better than many of our competitors. 
I genuinely believe that wouldn’t have been possible without 
the work we have done around servitization.”

The servitization drive was so successful that Allsee was 
presented with the Best Manufacturer Growing Through 
Services at the 2020 UK Servitization Awards. It inspired the 
company’s supply chain to follow suit. For example, partner 
organisation Media Group produced its own 10-point 
services document to be distributed as part of its product 
literature, helping win new business.
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Our turnover increased by more than 2% in 
2020 despite all the challenges we faced during 
the pandemic, and we performed far better than 
many of our competitors. I genuinely believe that 

wouldn’t have been possible without the work 
we have done around servitization.
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The next step

“We’re determined to continue strengthening our 
relationship with Aston and would encourage any SME to 
go and find out what servitization can do for them”, says 
Thomas. “If you are open minded and willing to take on 
board new ideas, you can build resilience and find better 
ways to serve your customers.”

The company continues to build on its work around 
advanced services, exploring new opportunities and 
avenues for growth. It was a sponsor at the international 
Servitization Live 2021 event held at the International 
Convention Centre in Birmingham where the business was 
able proactively demonstrate what the business can offer 
by providing all the digital displays for exhibitors at the 

If you are open minded and willing to take on 
board new ideas, you can build resilience and 

find better ways to serve your customers.



Services hold key to securing 
blue-chip customers

By transforming its business model and investing in 
advanced service provision, Allsee has upped its game 
in the digital signage market. 

The business has won a series of major projects with 
large companies who selected the SME ahead of much 
higher profile competitors. Allsee recently won a project 
with a Midlands blue-chip manufacturer and has already 
sold 27 digital screens and interactive boards with a 
value of more than £18,000. The project included the 
provision of additional services such as configuration and 
installation, training, software testing and consultation.

Thomas says: “Working with The Advanced Services Group 
really did help us to find the missing piece of the puzzle. 
Being able to identify, build and promote our advanced 
service offering allowed us to define a clear distinction from 
our larger competitors who have established brand names. 
That has enabled us to win projects that will help take us to 
the next level.”

The Advanced Services Group

The Advanced Services Group (ASG) is a centre of 
excellence specialising in research into servitization theory 
and practice, as well as advanced service business models 
and the application to the manufacturing sector. Delivered 
through education and training programmes, the Group’s 
research enables global manufacturers, small and medium-
sized manufacturers and technology innovators to transform 
their business models based on services-led strategies. 
Underpinning ASGs research lie three critical questions: 
What is servitization and why is it necessary?

What are the organisational structures, processes and 
technologies critical to success? How can a manufacturer 
transform to compete through services?
 

ASG translates its research findings into a series of practical 
frameworks, interactive tools, worksheet exercises and business 
games through which businesses are able to transform their 
business models and enhance their business performance. 
These tools take the company through road-mapping their 
business; benchmarking, identifying customer pains and gains, 
understanding their customer value proposition framework and 
storytelling. These enable the ASG to convey its findings to 
businesses in a clear and impactful way.

For more information go to: www.advancedservicesgroup.co.uk


